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Koiki Mabo led the charge and overturned terra nullius. This generation’s challenge may well be
overturning aqua nullius involving reform of water legal and policy pathways, as well as wider public
education and reconciliation activities.
Colonisation allowed for the removal of Aboriginal people from their respective countries, took their
rights away, made speaking their many diverse languages illegal and regulated every aspect of their
life, all while they were placed on Missions and Reserves. This is not a long time ago, this was only three
generations ago, just before me, as the author, was born. While Aboriginal people had their rights taken
so was their land and water, given to the people willing to take on the frontier.
As time grew our land was taken and divided up and granted to the settler, not only land but water was
also given to the settler as it was connected to land. All the while Aboriginal people were not seen as
human, Aboriginal people were first counted in the census in the late 1960s thus making them human, by
then all the good water and land was taken.
Major reforms following the 2004 National Water Initiative, state and territory legislation and the
Commonwealth Water Act 2007, ultimately resulted in the decoupling of land and water into two
separate markets, which further disenfranchised Aboriginal people. Aboriginal people may have land
under Land Rights laws or access via Native Title determinations, but water entitlements remain missing.
Today, economic opportunities for Aboriginal people are limited to purchasing water entitlements from
the water market in systems (in south-east Australia) that are fully or over-allocated in many areas.
Against a backdrop of ongoing inadequacies and inequities in water ownership, this paper examines
how Indigenous interests are considered in national, state and territory legislation and considers the
opportunities and challenges for Indigenous people looking to enter the water market.

1 Inadequacies and Inequities
It was not until recently that a comprehensive 2020 study1 by Dr Lana Hartwig and Dr Sue Jackson
looked at the entitlements of NSW Aboriginal people in the Murray-Darling Basin. Their work uncovered
the inadequacies and inequities in water ownership.
The study2 covered 10 catchments in the NSW portion of the Murray-Darling Basin where, as of October
2018, Aboriginal people collectively hold just 12.1 gigalitres of surface water, a mere 0.2% of all available
surface water. By comparison, Aboriginal people make up 9.3% of this area’s population. The value of
water held by Aboriginal organisations was $16.5 million in 2015-16 terms, equating to just 0.1% of the
value of the Murray-Darling Basin’s water market.
The study identified four key findings for groundwater holding in the Murray-Darling Basin:

1. A novel method was developed for comparing groundwater entitlements across groundwater SDL
(sustainable diversion limits) resource units. The methodology determining available surface water
cannot be applied to groundwater.

2. Aboriginal organisations hold 0.556 GL of groundwater entitlements, which equates to 0.022% of
the available groundwater resource across the whole Basin.

3. A total of six Aboriginal-held groundwater entitlements were identified, all of which are located
within NSW.

4. Aboriginal-held groundwater entitlements are valued at approximately $772,800 (in 2015-16 terms).
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2 Legislative and Policy Context
There is considerable variation between Federal,
State and Territory Governments in the way
Aboriginal water interests are recognised, protected
and advanced. This section examines this in more
detail.

2.1 National
The Productivity Commission Inquiry into Water
Reform3 focusing on renewal of the National Water
Initiative recommends the creation of a new element for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s access to
water, to be developed by the Committee on Aboriginal
Water Interests (CAWI). The codesign of the new element by
the CAWI is to look at improving cultural outcomes and access
for economic development to recognise Aboriginal water rights,
increased access and/or ownership of water entitlements, and
decisionmaking practices to deliver quinary bottom-line outcomes that
support cultural, spiritual, economic, social and environmental outcomes.4
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The issuing of entitlements and licensing for economic activities for Aboriginal people will move closer
to meeting the 2021 Closing the Gap target #15 that ‘People maintain a distinctive cultural, spiritual,
physical and economic relationship with their land and waters’.5
Negotiations at the highest levels of state and federal governments are seeking from the Coalition of
Peaks6 – a collective of Indigenous Organisations – a target of water ownership in each jurisdiction. At
the time of this report there is no number/percentage determined.

2.2 Murray-Darling Basin Plan
The Water Act 2007 (Cth) aims to achieve integrated management of the Basin’s water resources and
ensure there are sustainable limits on water taken from the Basin’s surface and groundwater systems.
There are two main instruments – the Basin Plan and Water Resource Plans (WRP). The purpose of
the Basin Plan is ‘to provide for the integrated management of the Basin water resources in a way that
promotes the objects of this Act’.7 Adopted in 2012, the Basin Plan may be amended and reviews are
required every 10 years, or on request by the federal minister or all Basin states.8 The Murray-Darling
Basin Authority (The Authority) is required under the Act to advise the Ministerial Council by the end of
2020 (now past) on the impacts of the Basin Plan to date.
The Water Act 2007 requires the Authority and Minister to consider Indigenous issues in the Basin
Plan development under Chapter 10 Part 14.9 The Basin Plan must have regard to and include
information about the uses of Basin water, including by Indigenous people, and give
regard to the ‘social, spiritual and cultural matters (including cultural flows)
relevant to Indigenous people in relation to the water resources of the water
resource plan areas in the preparation of the water resource plan’.10 The
Authority must also engage the Indigenous community on the use
and management of the Basin’s water resources.11
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The Basin Plan requires WRPs to include and strengthen:
Indigenous values and uses, including Indigenous social,
cultural, spiritual and customary objectives, and strategies for
achieving these objectives.
This must occur in consultation with Indigenous
organisations. WRPs must also consider the views of
relevant Indigenous organisations in relation to other
matters, including:
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2.3

•

native title rights and claims, and Indigenous
Land Use Agreements;

•

registered Aboriginal heritage;

•

inclusion of Indigenous representation
and participation in WRP preparation and
implementation; and,

•

risks to Indigenous values and uses that may arise
from the use of water resources in a WRP area.12

The Basin Plan does not provide water for Aboriginal people and
many of the WRPs have failed to deliver water. Some jurisdictions
have failed to deliver WRPs, further impacting Aboriginal people and
their ability to secure water.

New South Wales

The Water Management Act 2000 refers to the need to consult on (iii) benefits to culture
and heritage, and (iv) benefits to the Aboriginal people in relation to their spiritual, social,
customary and economic use of land and water.
The Act further provides for specific purpose Aboriginal licences and the consideration of values in
water sharing plans. All water sharing plans recognise the importance of rivers and groundwater for
Aboriginal people. A licence may be granted if the uses are not associated with commercial activities;
are not tradable; and are relinquished when the ‘purpose’ has expired, or the water is longer required.
Some NSW water plans for coastal rivers and groundwater systems may also allow applications for
Aboriginal Community Development Licences (ACDL) as a licensed purpose. An aquifer ACDL13 access
licence is a sub-category that allows water to be taken by Aboriginal persons or communities for
commercial purposes. The water taken under these licences must benefit the community in a way that
fosters economic and social development. These licences are intended to provide opportunities for
Aboriginal communities to develop water-based industries. However, they put NSW Aboriginal people
somewhat at a disadvantage and well below the level of rights and access to water than other water
users. They are limited to outside the Murray-Darling Basin, due to the Cap (no new water); a licensee
can only pump water in high flow (so almost flood conditions); and the licence is not tradeable. This is
done through the Water Act Regulation that allows for the granting of ACDL. Water sharing plans may
also contain provisions in relation to the granting of these licences and can also specify a volume limit.14
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2.4

Northern Territory

In 2016 the then NT Labour opposition went to the election with a commitment to review the policy
position of Strategic Indigenous Reserves (SIR). After their election victory a discussion paper15 was
released proposing that SIRs be associated with a reserved volume of water exclusively accessible
to Aboriginal landowners. Following the review, a policy framework was published16 and the water
entitlement was referred to as Strategic Aboriginal Water Reserves.
In October 2019 the NT government passed the Water Further Amendment Act 2019. This legislation
establishes Aboriginal economic development as a new beneficial use category in the NT Water Act
1992, paving the way for water in new allocation plans to be assigned to Aboriginal water reserves.
These reserves are defined in the policy as ‘…a reserved percentage of water from the consumptive pool
within a Water Allocation Plan area exclusively accessible to eligible Aboriginal people to use, or trade.’

2.5

Victoria

Victoria released the Water for Victoria17 policy in late 2016. Chapter 6 Recognising and Managing for
Aboriginal Values included four key actions:
1

Recognising Aboriginal values and objectives of water.

2

Including Aboriginal values and traditional ecological knowledge in water planning.

3

Supporting Aboriginal access to water for economic development.

4

Building capacity to increase Aboriginal participation in water management.

The policy was associated with a funding programme of $9.7 million, which included funds to create a
targeted Aboriginal water unit.18 The Department has established an Aboriginal Water Officers Network,
closely linked to Catchment Management Authorities, which work closely with communities to develop
cultural watering plans and deliver water in partnership with the Victorian Environmental Water Holder.
Water ownership in a river system was made available to Traditional Owners for the first time in the
state’s history, by the Victorian Government. In a significant step the Gunaikurnai Land and Waters
Aboriginal Corporation will receive two gigalitres of water in the Mitchell River.19 This historic moment
has enshrined Traditonal Owner rights to water and will allow futher opportunities for all Traditional
Owners to access water within the current policy and legislative commitments.
The Birrarung Council20 was established in September 2018 to advise the Government on matters
associated with the ongoing protection of Birrarung (the Yarra River); to progress key Birrarung
priorities under Water for Victoria and in the Yarra River Protection (Wilip-gin
Birrarung murron) Act 201721 (the first Australian legislation co-titled in a
Traditional Owner language); and to advise how to best utilise the
Yarra for community, Traditional Owner and recreational use.
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Queensland

Under the Water Act 2000, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people can take or interfere with water in
Queensland for traditional activities or cultural purposes
without obtaining a water entitlement or licence. Since
2018 the Act has required strategies for achieving,
monitoring and reporting on these cultural outcomes
to be included in water plans.22
All 23 Queensland water area plans include the
objective of supporting water-related cultural values,
with the majority specifically referring to Indigenous
cultural values. Of these plans, 12 also reserve water
(in some form) specifically for Indigenous use and, of
these, 11 state that this water is to support the economic
aspirations of Indigenous people.23
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2.7 Australian Capital Territory

The Water Resources Regulation 2007 sets out several circumstances in
which a person may obtain an exemption from the requirement for a licence to take
water. It should be noted that none of the legislative or policy documents relating to water planning
for the ACT contemplate or provide for the economic or commercial interests of Indigenous Peoples in
relation to water resources.

2.8

South Australia

South Australian water allocation plans outside the South Australian Murray-Darling Basin reflect the
previous limited consideration given to the water-related interests and objectives of Aboriginal people
in the state, although some reference efforts to better understand and quantify Aboriginal water values
and needs. An exception to this is the draft water allocation plan for the ‘Far North Prescribed Wells Area’
which includes the objective of supporting Aboriginal peoples’ water interests through provision of access
to the resource. It proposes a ‘cultural water consumptive pool’ which is only available to be used by an
Aboriginal person for personal, domestic, cultural, spiritual or non-commercial communal needs. This is
the only water allocation plan that appears to provide water from the consumptive pool specifically for
Aboriginal use which is non-economic.24

2.9

Tasmania

The regime of water management established by the Water Management Act 1999 makes limited
reference to the interests of Tasmanian Aboriginal people. The Act is nearly 23 years old and lists ‘cultural
heritage’ as a consideration relevant to the approval of dam works. However, in relation to Division 3
permits there is no further definition of ‘cultural heritage’ provided, while for Division 4 permits the term is
cross-referenced to another statute that excludes Indigenous heritage from the term’s scope.25 The Water
Management Planning policy document nominates the protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage as one of
the ‘shared benefits’ that accrues from water planning, though it does not reference any other Indigenous
interests in water.26
22 This requirement came into effect in October 2018, so there are some plans developed prior to this time that are
yet to fully consider all Indigenous interests, and currently only include cultural interests.
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2.10 Western Australia
No water plan in Western Australia currently reserves water specifically for use by Indigenous people for
commercial use. The Yamatji Nation Indigenous Land Use Agreement provides up to 25 gigalitres from
numerous groundwater resources for the Yamatji Aboriginal Water Reserve, with the majority in the
Arrowsmith and Gascoyne groundwater areas. The reserve equates to 30% of the available groundwater
in 2019 from each water resource across the Yamatji Nation area, which has been reserved for Yamatji
Nation use and benefit.

3 Challenges
Inadequate recognition and protection of Aboriginal interests in Australia’s water legislation and policies
has led to, or compounded, many challenges for Aboriginal people in accessing or entering the water
market. These include:

3.1

Difficult to enter an already over-allocated market

There is limited opportunity for Aboriginal people to apply for a licence for water in already full or
over-allocated water markets. McAvoy noted 16 years ago that as the value of water on the Australian
market has increased dramatically, the only water the Government can get back for purposes other
than environmental, is compulsorily acquired water or to purchase water retired by water holders at
sometimes exuberant prices.27 For Indigenous people wanting to enter the current water market, they
must purchase water licences that are surrendered or for sale through a water broker (such as Waterfind
Australia).28

3.2

Inequitable legislation

Colonial settler water laws continue to benefit the settler, with laws changing only when and if they fail
to benefit the settler. Traditional Owners do not have the luxury of lobby groups and access to Ministers
that farmers, mining companies and irrigators have. The lobbying of these strong with influential groups
is very targeted and direct to get beneficial change for farmers, mining companies and irrigators.
A recent example is the multiple attempts by the NSW Government to pass laws for floodplain
harvesting to be legal and licensed.29 NSW has advised that out of the 500 proposed licences only
one will be issued to an Aboriginal entity in the northern basin.

3.3

Limited access to capital and water literacy

Limited access to capital or funds to purchase water can leave Traditional Owners
on the outside of the market. Water literacy, of understanding water law,
is also a large issue for Traditional Owners. With limited windows of
opportunity and consecutive governments promising change, to
allow Aboriginal people the opportunity to understand and
access water, Traditional Owners/custodians generally still do
not understand the rules/laws – the licences/applications
required to apply, own, and order the water – and the
requirement for the infrastructure to pump and store
it. The mob, especially Elders, find it hard to justify
and pay for water that was theirs for thousands of
generations.

27 McAvoy, T. 2006. “Water – Fluid Perceptions”. Transforming Cultures eJournal . 1. 2 June 2006
28 www.waterfind.com.au/
29 www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/dec/15/nsw-topush-ahead-with-flood-plain-harvesting-despite-calls-formore-research-on-impacts
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3.4

Limited means of access

The non-consumptive pool is relevant for Traditional Owners to access for primarily cultural, Native Title
and environmental purposes, such as keeping water in the river for cultural species, extracting small
amounts for bush food and medicine or ensuring water is present in the river or at a spring for ceremony
or large gatherings. The non-consumptive is use has non-economic outcomes and mostly involves
non-tradeable activities. Some jurisdictions place cultural values into the environmental values and flows
without consultation, based on the pure assumption that environmental water covers cultural values too.
The consumptive pool is the only tool in the water kit for Traditional Owners to acquire water
entitlements for economic and social gain.
Opportunities for acquiring water entitlements in the consumptive pool can be restrictive and
inequitable, challenged by the differences in water laws and policies across jurisdictions. For
example, NSW has a well-established water market (fees, approvals, rules, regulated, unregulated and
management) that is fully or over-allocated, whereas the NT has a relatively new system: where a water
plan does not provide for a strategic Aboriginal reserve there is no protection, as water users can still
apply for and be granted water licences, noting that NT has minimal fees for licenses.30 The recent media
around the 40 gigalitre licence proposed for Singleton Station is very controversial with Traditional
Owners lobbying to have it cancelled.31

4 Opportunities
We have previously seen that federal and state jurisdictions have failed Indigenous people in water.
Some jurisdictions have made minor improvements through recognition and inclusion of Indigenous
people in planning processes and decision-making. There is less progress in others. Granting or
extending the opportunity for water entitlements to Indigenous groups and communities is still bedded
down in the colonial settler system where the settler benefits and Indigenous people still do not.
Securing recognition of prior Indigenous rights and ownership of the Australian continent remains an
ongoing priority for Indigenous Australians, as Koiki Mabo led the charge and overturned terra nullius.
This generation’s challenge may well be overturning aqua nullius involving reform of legal and policy
pathways, as well as wider public education and reconciliation activities. This section proposes some
opportunities towards this.

4.1

Recommit to Aboriginal water rights and $40m funding promise

In November 2018 the Australian Government made a $40 million commitment to purchase water from
the Murray-Darling Basin market for Aboriginal people, a commitment moved in October 2021 from the
Water Minister’s area to the Minister for Indigenous Australians and the National Indigenous Australians
Agency (NIAA). In the three years since the announcement, not $1 has been spent on water buybacks
and it has not been placed in a ‘trust fund’ to generate interest over this period. With a new CEO at NIAA
it may be an ideal time for the ILSC to start a new conversation about water rights and, at a minimum,
placing the $40 million32 into a trust fund, to generate interest until the appropriate governance
arrangements are developed. The ideal time for purchasing water in the Murray Darling Basin has been
the wet period currently being experienced. The market allows for cheaper process when it is wet.
Drought may be soon upon us, and water prices will rise with extra demand.

30 www.clc.org.au/singleton-station-native-title-holders-serve-claim-against-nts-largest-water-licence/
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4.2

Facilitate trade on the temporary market

If Aboriginal people have water, the governance of its use,
rules, annual fees (administration and usage) along with its
management can be a challenge. Some Local Aboriginal
Land Councils (LALC) in southern NSW have been trading
on the temporary market to generate revenue to cover other
areas of need. For example, one LALC in mid-western NSW has
successfully temporarily traded water to the Commonwealth
Environmental Water Office as they were not comfortable trading it
with an irrigator or grazier. Temporary trades may be preferable to
making permanent trades where the water is gone forever.

4.3

Reduce barriers for access to the consumptive pool

Kings Run, Tasmania

The consumptive pool is the ideal place for Aboriginal people to access water.
It can be accessed via:

1.

‘Specific purpose’ Aboriginal water licences. However, these can be restrictive
in use and are bound by inequitable rules (only available in certain water plans,
can only pump in certain times (high flow) and have restrictive trading rules).

2. The establishment of strategic Aboriginal reserves across the continent. The NT
and Qld have gone down this major path for Aboriginal people to access water.

3. Jurisdictions that identify “new” or unallocated water (surface or ground water)
prioritise Aboriginal people in those water plan areas to access entitlements prior to
market offers or silent auctions.

4. The purchase of water entitlements for Aboriginal groups on the water market.
The latter option is the only real way Aboriginal people can access water entitlements, whether
they are from past land acquisitions like many ILSC properties or where groups have the capital/
funding to go to the water market and purchase water.

4.4

Improve water literacy

Governments of all levels could be supporting improved water literacy for Aboriginal communities
covering knowledge of the water market and laws to ensure the right water is purchased for the
intended use, supporting Aboriginal community engagement with water brokers (who have economic
interests in the process) and enabling effective participation in water planning and allocation processes.
One such example is a factsheet prepared by the NSW Aboriginal Land Council for NSW Local
Aboriginal Land Council’s explaining the process to purchase a water licence.33

4.5

Commit to the cultural flow methodology

The Echuca Declaration34 introduced the concept of ‘cultural flows’ defined as:
Water entitlements that are legally and beneficially owned by the Aboriginal nations and are of a
sufficient and adequate quantity and quality to improve the spiritual, cultural, environmental, social and
economic conditions of those Aboriginal nations; this is our inherent right.
The definition of cultural flows is all encompassing including economic uses, but the reality is many
jurisdictions are not providing economic flows and water entitlements from cultural flows. The Cultural
Flow methodology35 informed by Aboriginal Water Assessments36 provides a methodology to apply
scientific rigour to collating and documenting cultural values.

33 https://alc.org.au/publications/water-licences-fact-sheet/
34 Murray and Lower Darling Rivers Indigenous Nations (MLDRIN), 2007 “The Echuca Declaration”. Adopted 14
November 2007
35 National Cultural Flows Research Project (NCFRP). 2018 http://culturalflows.com.au/
36 Mooney, W., and A. Cullen. 2019. “Implementing the Aboriginal Waterways Assessment Tool: Collaborations to Engage and Empower First Nations in Waterway Management.” Australasian Journal of Environmental Management
26 (3): 197–215. doi:10.1080/ 14486563.2019.1645752
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Join The Conversation
Come along to one of our face-to-face sessions or join an online session.
Visit our website to book in.
Complete the on line survey.
Phone us on 1800 818 490 for a confidential chat.
Email your submissions to NILSS@ilsc.gov.au to share your thoughts.
Get your full Information Pack: visit www.ilsc.gov.au, or
email NILSS@ilsc.gov.au.
A feedback report summarising what we have heard from you and how
we will use this important information will be available on the website.

www.ilsc.gov.au

